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Micro Beadfit Blinds
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
INTU Micro Beadfit

What you will need :

Scissors

Bracket Fitting 
Tool

P Clips Side Extrusions

Top Corner 
Brackets

Bottom Corner 
Brackets

Supplied :

Not Supplied :

.

.

Scan our QR code to view our fitting video
or visit www.vufold.co.uk



1. Place the top corner bracket into the top left slot on 
the bracket fitting tool.

2. Position the bracket behind the rubber seal at the top 
right corner of the frame. Carefully push until the metal 
legs are behind the rubber seal. Check the bracket is 
square to the sides of the frame and fully secure.

3. Place the top corner bracket into the top right slot on 
the bracket fitting tool.

4. Position the bracket behind the rubber seal at the top 
left corner of the frame. Carefully push until the metal 
legs are behind the rubber seal. Check the bracket is 
square to the sides of the frame and fully secure.

 
INSTALLATION STEPS
INTU Micro Beadfit



7. Place the bottom corner bracket into the bottom 
right slot on the bracket fitting tool.

8. Position bracket behind the rubber seal at the bottom 
right corner of the frame. Carefully push until the metal 
leg is behind the rubber seal. Check the bracket is square 
to the sides of the frame and fully secure.

6. Position bracket behind the rubber seal at the 
bottom right corner of the frame. Carefully push until 
the metal leg is behind the rubber seal. Check the 
bracket is square to the sides of the frame and fully 
secure.

5. Place the bottom corner bracket into the bottom left 
slot on the bracket fitting tool.

9. Place the flat side of the side extrusion against the 
glass with the notch to the bottom.

10. Slide the side extrusion up until its slots into the 
top corner fixing bracket. The side extrusion should 
rest under the bracket. Push the slot at the base of the 
extrusion over the bottom corner bracket. Repeat for 
both sides.



12. Remove the endcap covers from the headrail by 
pulling them off.

13. Remove the Velcro straps that wrap around the 
blind. Do not remove the elastic bands.

14. Remove the cords from the elastic band and allow 
to hang from the blind. Do not remove elastic bands 
from the blind.

15. Align headrail endcaps with both top corner fixing 
brackets and push fully home. Your headrail should now 
be mounted to the frame.

11. At the appropriate position(s) on each side profile, fit 
retention clips (long side profiles only). Press into position 
using the fitting tool.

16. Align the bottom button with the bottom corner 
brackets. Slide the bottom button onto the bracket 
until it locates. Repeat for other side.



18. If your blind requires further tension, pull the cord 
through the hole in the bottom button until you feel the 
blind has sufficient tension and tie a fresh knot.

17. Cut and remove the elastic bands from the blind.
Test the tension by raising the blind, ensure it stays fully 
raised when released. Ensure bottom bar is straight  
by adjusting it from side to side. 

19. Re-attach the endcap covers by aligning the central 
post with the central hole on the endcap. Push the 
endcap cover in fully until a click is heard. Ensure the 
blind is lowered before doing this to prevent catching 
the fabric.

20. Your blind is now fully installed and ready to use.



 
CONTACT INFORMATION

Call : 01625 442899
Email : aftercare@vufold.co.uk

Web : www.vufold.co.uk




